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Shrek:Hi Everybody
And welcome to the Shrek in the swamp Karaoke Dance
Party
IÂ’m gonna take things down a little bit with one of my
personal favorites

DonÂ’t go changing to try and please me 
youÂ’ve never let me down before

Fiona: I made it through the wilderness 
you know I made it through 
didnÂ’t know how lost I was until I found you

Donkey: Yeah! I like big buts and I cannot lie 
you other brothers canÂ’t deny 
but when a girl walks in with a iddy biddy waist 
and a round thing in your face you get

Floaneas:Feelings

Robin Hood: its fun to stay at the YMCA, Its fun to stay
at the YMCA

G B Man:Do you really want to hurt me? 
Do you really want to make me cry?

Lrd Farquad:Ah Ah Ah Ah Staying Alive Staying Alive Ah
Ah Ah Ah

BigBad Wolf:Who let the dogs out \_(x2)
3 pig: Who Who Who Who /

Donkey: Say, Get up and dance to the music
(Dum dum)
Come on everybody now

Everybody:Dance to the music
Donkey:Ah Yeah!
Everybody:Dance to the music

Pinocchio:All we need is a drummer!
Magic Mirror: For people who only need a beat
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Both:Yeah! 

Donkey:Break it down green girl
Floaneas is my man

Floaneas:IÂ’m goanna have some bottom 
G B Man:So that the dancers just wont hide

Donkey:Yo take it Shrek

Shrek:You might like to hear my organ

Donkey:I said ride Sally ride

S & F:I CanÂ’t see me loving nobody but you for all my
life

Everybody:Dance to the music
Shrek you Aint dancing yet
Dance to the music
Ahh Yeah
Dance to the music
Now thatÂ’s how I like it
Dance to the music
Everybody
Dance to the music (x3)

Donkey:Hay Pinocchio you wanna watch that nose man
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